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Abstract
The equivalence relation between lime-invariant linear dynamical systems deduced
from the action or the group consisting of all basis changes, slate reed hack and output
injection transformations is considered. An alternative COl11pklC systcn: of structural
invariants is presented. Discrete invariants in this system arc the ranks of suitable
matrices, generalizing. the numerical invariants obtained for pail'S of matrices under
block-similarity. The continuous invariants arc charu... tcrized in ten.is of the rank or a
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Let ll~ consider a finite-dimensional linear time-invariant dynamical system
.\-(1) = "x(t) I 111((1).
y(f) ~ f\(f) + DU(/)
where (A. B. C, IJ) E .III/"!," :- : ,1111 (1[) x . II,,1 11/ (Q= ) x .IIIJ~II(C) x . II/I X111 (C).
Many interesting and useful equivalence relations between systems h,IVC
been defined. We deal with the equivalence relation accepting one. or more, of
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the following trun- ,'orrnatiolls: basis changes in the stile space. input space,
output space. opcrution: of slate feedback and output injection. That is to say,
two systems defined hy the quadruples (A./J. C. f)) and (A' ,B'. C", /)') are said to
be equivalent if
(A'. H'. C, J)') ~.= (PAP I ·f- PIJ.I ~ . 1\CP 1 1- KJ).J.
PHV -{- 1\n1', II ~ 'j> I I II7.J./. ,1'1) I' ),
for some (P..J.I\. V. IV) E ~(;~. G/,,(d.:) x .11""/1((;) ;~: .If,I.,I(C) x GI",(~~)x
GI,,( t ).
One member from each equivalence class is chosen: the canonical reduced
form. which call be obtained from any complete system or structural invariants
of any quadruple in it.
Associating to the quadruple (A, B. C. J)), the matrix pencil
(
A - n; IJ \1II (i.) :: '.
C' ,-, ,j I
we call apply Kroncckcrs theory 01' singular pencils as presented in Ref. [1 J.
Then we obtain a canonical reduced form of the matrix pencil characterized by
two sets of minimal indices and sets of finite and infinite clc.ncntary divisors
(the "classical invariants").
In Ref. [2.6] the equivalence relation considered in the space of quadruples
of matrices is proved to be the same as strict equivalence of matrix pencils.
Therefore. a complete system is already given by the Kronecker canonical form
of the matrix pencil. But this canonical form does not preserve the inner
partitioning of the matrix pencil, as it would be desirable when studying dy-
namical systems,
A canonical reduced form in terms of multivariablc linear systems in state-
space form was derived in Ref. [5.6]. A stable numerical algorithm to compute
the Kronecker structure. that is to say, to obtain the classical invariants was
obtained in Ref. [7]. In Ref [4] a collection of numerical invariants of a pencil is
defined, following the claxsical techniques (used for example in Ref. [I]). It
permits to obtain the column and row minimal indices of the pencil.
In this paper we present an ultcruativc complete system of structural in-
va riants
which permits an easy characterization 01' the equivalence classes. It consists of
some continuous and SOIlIC discrete invariants (the p-nulnbcrs). They have the
advantage of being expressed in terms of ranks or suitable matrices. These
invariants generalize the r-numbcrs defined for pairs of matrices under black--
similarity and the Wcyr characteristics lor square matrices under similarity and
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are in one-to-one correspondence with the classical invariants. We show the
relationship between the 1wo sets of invariants,
The matrix from which the P/l'(l~numbcrs arc defined was considered by van
Doorcn ct al. in Rcf. [8] where rational matrices and their Laurent expansions
at infinity were studied to obtain the pole/zero structures.
The structure of the paper is as follows.
Section I is devoted to the presentation or the canonical reduced form.
In Section 2 the I,-numbers or any quadruple (II .B. C. D) are presented and
proved to be structural invariants under the equivalence relation defined on
.I/mt/p' Also the eigenvalues }., of a quadruple (A. B.C, D) arc characterized
from the sealar fJ IJ(i. ,).
In Section 3. the complete system R(A. B, C. D) is presented, and it is proved
to be a complete system 01 structural invariants. showing in which way the
canonical reduced form can be dcd uced from it. We remark that this complete
system of invariants can be used to classify geometric quadruples of matrices
(A, B. C. IJ). considered as linear mappings
(
A B\1 . r li x rill __ Ipil X 10/1CD) . - . 1/., 1/_,




(1.1) Let .111/1/1" be the space or quadruples or matrices,
./1"11I1'::: . II" (C) x ./I,p.m(C) x .111"litrL) x .llf'l"'(([)' Let ~I} be the Lie group
Gln(C) x .IIIII'I/(C) x ./1"-,,,((:) x Glm(C) x G1i'(C), where the product is de-
fined by
(P".I1.K1• VI, If'd 0 ':P2,.h,K1, V~. "'2)
= (PI P~ ~ J:P1'- I + hJI , PI K1 +K I 11'2, v~ VI . If'! 'J~).
Let us consider the foilowing action of ~Ij on .11/111I/1'
IV • t(l·, // 1/
A. • ~ .A • ({ limp .. {( II/IIP
((P.J I K. V, IF), (A. B, C, D)) -* (PAP- I + jJlJ./ +KCp--1 +KIJ./ l
PBV + /(DV. IVCP 1 + IflDJ, ~VDV)
We will consider the following equivalence relation, doduccd from the above
I.!' 'tion.
Dc!h::tivii 1.1. Two quadruples (A,B~ C,D) an.l (A'.B',e',D') in ,III/flip arc said
to be equivalent if
Sf, ,\1./ (;al'nu-l'laf/lIs. ct «l. I l.incur A/~I'''f'II atu! its APl'lintfiof/\ ~(J/ ,/INI)! 83 IfC
lA'. fl. C . J)/) .:: (I~·tP I + PIJ.I + J\CP I -j A'DJ.
P8V +. ;.:DV. IIr 'p , + 11 V.I. "1Jr ).
for some (P..I.K. 1',11') E ~(;. That is to say. when a quadruple can he obtained
from the other by means of one. or more, of the following elementary trans..
forma t io11 s:
(i) (A. Ii. C. j)) - ... (PAr I. PH. cr I. IJ) .
(ii) (A. IJ. C. /)) --, (A r , IJ. C+- D) .D).
(iii) (A./J. C. D)~ (A ' j,.l I.B + KIJ. C./J).
(iv) (A./J.C.D)--·(A./JI'.C./J").
(v) (A. H. C. 1» -- u.». Il'e. lIn).
where P. I, 1\. ,.. and If- arc as before.
(1.2) Let (A. n. C. IJ) he a quadruple in .1111I111" Lel
. (AI - i.l" IJ,)II (I.) :.:--
I t: J)
( I"
he the reduced form Dr the matrix pencil associated to this quadruple.
(
If - u, IJ )I/(}) ~~ .
C IJ
Matrices A('.IJ", C(, and D(, arc explicitly written in Refs. [2.6]. for instance. Here
we \vIII U~:~ the following expression for this canonical reduced Iorm,
Let t: := (k, ~ ... ~ k, > 0 :=: III. r. I :.;.: 0) be the column minimal indices of
the matrix pencil H! i.). 'I =.: (II? .,. ~ l, > 0 = 1': ~:1 ::;: 0) the row minimal
indices of the matrix pencil. {/ .::-: (nil + I ~ ~ m, + I. I~.~'., I) the expo-
nents or the infinite elementary divisors. )., i'll the eigenvalues and aU) the
Scgrc symbol or the eigenvalue i./. aU) :=: (Ilil ~ J11~ ? .. , ~ I1I'J)' for I ~ i ~ II.
From nnw on, they will he called the column min imal indices. row minimal
indices, exponents of the infinite elementary divisors. eigenvalues and Scgre
characteristic (for each eigenvalue) of the quadruple (A. B, C, I)).
Then we can suppose the matrices A(,. B(, C,. and I)/, arc in the form:
II I 0 0 0 IJ, 0 0 0',
o 11, 0 0 0 o 0 (),
A,- ~ ~ I~\ ~4 B, = ~ ~ ~;~ ~J
() CI 0 0 0 0 0 0
() 0 0 0 0 0 (J 0
('c' == () () C~ 0 D(' == 0 0 0 0
() 0 () 0 (} 0 0 1(.
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Ar ::-- Uit. :. .. . N,' ),
li 'N 1 ,t: =.:-. l Ia g( ~ , . . . . N\- ).
A, :.:- diag(Nj'. N/).
A.l == diag(.I, .111 ) ,
1J 1 : .:. di~lg(IJ: .... . IJ}.).
t. ( , 'lIJ~ t .: t tag 1]-1' ... • Il;·).
C, :_-': diag((~~ , .... c! ).
('2 ::. diag(Cf. ···. c;),
0) E .II~ (t).o f
B'l ( () () I) I 'I ' ,I''' •i ::= • • • E . I III,' I ( '(" ) ,
c; ::::: (] O 0) E ./1 t • 111, ( Ii ~ ).
J, -:::: diag(.I,I, ,.1/' )
.II' ::::: u, -+ .: c.)) E ./1" (t),
, I, I () "
II" .. I
2. The set of the (.-numbers
I (i ~ I
r «: \' c" ,.., r « ," e: II'-': '::: .Ai" ,: ..~ .
We will dcline the p-numbcr:; associated to a quadruple of matrices and
prove they are invariant under the equivalence relation considered in (1.1).
(2.1) Let (A,B,C,IJ) be a quadruple of IIIatrices. For all j ~ C. we consider
M:(i.)(A, B, C\ IJ)
Mj ( i .)(A,B,C. J)) ~ - - - -- - - --
M;(i.)(A, B. c. IJ)
where
M;(i.)(A, B, C, D)
1\1~ (i.)( ,1 . B, C,D)
M I~ ( I. )(A~ B. C, f)) :::; (11 (II - 1./)B (A - - )./f- IJ ... (II - i.l) i -. I IJ ) ,
M;(i.)(A. B. ( '. D) = ((:I --- ;.1);) ,
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D cn C(A - )J)B
D CB
M.~().)(A, B, C, D) == D
C(A - ;J/- 1
Mj(/.)(A,B, C,D) == C(A _ ;.1)2
C(A - 21)
C




p~().)(A,B, C,D) == rank(Mj().)(A,B, C, D)), for all ). E C,
pt(A, B, C, D) == rank(MJ+ I (0)(.1, B, C, D)),
MJ+I (O)(A, B, C,D)
Pj(A, B, C,D) == rank
M5+1 (O)(A, H, C, D)
Pj(A,B,C,D) == rank(M,1+1(0)(A,B,C,D) I MJ+I(O)(A,B~C,D)),
P~l (I·HA, B, C, D) = 0, pt}(i.)(A ,B, C, D) == n + rank D, for alJ ;. E C,
p_C~(A,B,C,D) = rank D, p~U(A,B,C,D) = rank ( ~ ~).
P".-, (A, B, C, D) =" 0, p~(A, B, Co D) = rank (~).
P~I (A, B, C, D) == 0, p~(A, B,C, D) ~ rank(CD)
Notice that if C == 0 and D == 0, we obtain the invariants for pairs of ma-
trices under block-similarity.
(2.2) These scalars, as Theorem 2.3 states, are (discrete) structural invariants
under the equivalence relation considered in the space of quadruples of ma-
trices. To prove it, we first need the following Lemma.
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Lemma 2.2. Let (A, B, C, D) be a quadruple of matrices.
(a) {(A' = A +BJ, with J E ..//I/I.>:,,(C), then
(A' - }.I)f = (A - ).1/ + L (A - )J)f-kBJ(A' - i.l)k-I v£ ~ 1.
I:;,k:;,f
(b) If A' = A + KC, with K E .llnxp(C), then
(A' - ;.1)' = (A - )./)' + L (A - }J)k-I KC(A' - ).I)(-k tip. ~ 1.
l-Sk(r
Proof. \Ve will prove (a) by induction on e. For f = 1,
A' - if = (A +BJ) - }.l = (A - )./) + Bi.
Let us suppose the equality holds up to e- 1. Then
(A' - ).i/ = (A' - }./)(A' - }./)'-l = ((A - )./) +BJ)(A' - ;.1/-1
= (A - ).J)(A' - ;.1)1'-1 +BJ(A' - ).1)1'-1
== (A - ).1) ((A - ).//-1 + ~. (A - i.I)'-lok BJ(A' - )./)k-I)
1~k ~f-I
+BJ(A' - }.I)(-I == (A - ;.1)( + L (:1 - )J)f-kO.J(A' - ).l)k-I
1(k~{-I
+BJ(A' - ).//-1 == (A - ).1)[ + L (A - ).//-kBJ(A' - )J)k-I.
l(,k«(
This proves the assertion.
After (a),
(A,I - ).1)( = (At - )J){ + L (At - ).!)/-kctKt(A,1 - ).1/- 1 ve ~ 1.
I-:;'k(f
Transposing this equality, we obtain (b). 0
Now, we can prove that the scalars defined above are invariant.
Theorem 2.3. If (A, B, C, D) and (A', S', C': D') are two equivalent quadruples of
matrices, then for all j ~ 1,
p~(i.)(A, B, C, D) = p;(},)(A', B', C',D'), for all ). E C,
p?(A,B,C,D) = PjO(A',B',C',D'),
p~(A, B,C,D) = p~(A', H', C',D'),
Pj(A, B, C, D) = Pj(A', 0', C', D').
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Proof. It suffices to prove that these scalars are invariant under the
transformations (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) in (1.1).
(i) Let us assume A' == PAP-I, B' = PO, C' = Cp--I, D' = D.
The statement follows from the following fact, which can be easily
checked:
(
PM:,(lv)(A.,B,C,D) I PM}U.)(A,B, C,D)p-1 )'.
Mi (i.)(A', B' , C', D') = - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -- - - -
- MJ().)(A, B, C, D) I M.~(I.)(A, B, C,D)P·-I
(P I O) (110)= - . - Mj (;.)(A ,B, C,D) - . - .o I I 0 I /J ~
Then we conclude that rank(Mj().)(A', B', C', D')) and rank(Mj(J)
(A, B, C, D)) arc equal, that is to say, p~(I.)(A', B', C', D') = p~().)(A, B, C, D).
Since we have MJ, I (O)(A '; B', c, D') = M,;+l (O)(A, B, C, D), fJT(A', B', c, D')
and p;o(A, B, C, D) also coincide.
Since
M)+ 1(O)(A ', H', C',D')





M}+1 (O)(A, H, C,D)
M~+ I (0) (A, B, C,D)
pj(A',B', c.tr, and p.i(A,B,C,D) coincide.
Finally, taking into account that (M_~.t-J (O)(A!~ BI , c, D') I MJ+] (0)
(A',B', C',D')) is equal to
(
3 4 ) (I




pJ(A',BI,C',D') and Pj(A,B,C,D) coincide.
(ii) Let us assume A' == A +BJ, B' == B, C' == C+ DJ, D' === D.
















J (A' -- )J )'-'"
Then, applying Lemma 2.2(a), Mj().)(A'~B', C',D') is equal to the matrix
Mj().)(A, B,C, D)X1 M.: (I.)(A, B, C, D)X2 +MJ().)(A, B, C, D)
M)(l)(A, B, C,D)X1 MJ(;.)(A, B, C, D)X2 +M;(;.)(A, B, C, D)
that is to say, M;().)(A,B,C,D)X, and thus p]().)(A,B,C,D)
= P) ().)(A',B',C', D') . .
Since rVl~+I(O)(A',B',C',D') =: M;+1(O)(A,B,C,D)X1 and XI is invertible,
p?(A,B, C,D) and PjO(A',B', C',D') coincide.
Since
M1J+ I (0) (Ai, b', C', D')
-----------
-
M}+J (0) (A', B', o,D') ..
MJ+I (O)(A, B, C, D) \
~;+~O)(A,B,~:D~ )Xh
Pj(A, B, C,D) and Pj(A', B', C', D'} also coincide.
Finally, since the matrices (M)+I(O)(A',B',C',D') ! MJ+I(O)(A',B',C',D'))
and (M)+J(O)(A,B,C,D)) MJ+l(O)(A,B,C,D))X are equal, we obtain
Pj'(O)(A, B, C,D) and Pj(O)(A', 9', c, 9') coincide.
(iii) Let us assume A' :=: A +KC, Sf = B +KD, C' = C, D' = D.
Let Y be the invertible block-matrix
where
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YJ = (K (A' - }J)K ... (A' - )J)j-2K (A' - 2l)j- iK),
J CK C(A' - ).J)K . . . C(A' - )./)/-2K··
f CK . . . C(A' - ;J/-3K
f ex
I
Then, applying Lemma 2.2 (b), MA;.) (A', H', c, D') is the matrix
( ~j~;.~(~. ~. c,~~+_YII\~~)~A~B~ c~~ ~ M;(;'~(~.~. ~.~~+_Y~~~)~I~B~C~~),Y2MJ(i.)(A ,B,C, D) I Y~Mj(}.)(A , H, C,D)
that is to say, YMj(A)(A, B, C, D) and thus p}().)(A, B, C,D) = rank(M,().)
(A,B,C,D)) and p;(A)(A',B',C',D') = rank(MAA) (A',B',C',D')) coincide.
Since Y~M;+,(O)(A,B, C,D) = MJ+,(O)(A',B',C',D') and Y2 is invertible,
p,/(A, B, C, D) = p?(A', B', C', D').
We have also obtained
Mj+l (O)(A, B, C, D)
Y - - - - _. -' - - -
MJ+l (O)(A, B, C,D)
MJ+l (O)(A', B', C',D')
MJ (0) (A' 8' C' D')j+ 1 '"
and thus Pj(A, H, C, D) = Pj(A', B', C', D').
Finally, since the matrices Y2( M]+I (t)(A, B, C, D) I M;+l (O)(A, B, C, D) )
and (MJ+t(O)(A' ,B',C',D') I M;+,(O)(A',B',C',D')) are equal, Pj(A,B,C,D)
and p'-?(A', B', C',D') coincide.J(iv) Let us assume A' = A, B' = BV, C' = C, D' == DV.
First, we observe that
(
Mj(}.)(A, B, C,D)ZI
Mj(),,)(A', B', C', D') = - - - - - - - - -
M;(I.)(A, B, C, D)Z,
= Mj(2)(A,B,C,D)Z,
where Z and Z, are the invertible matrices
Z) 0
z= - . - , Z) = diag(V, .. . ,V),
o /
I M;(A)(A,B, C, D) \
. _._------)
I MJ(A)(A, il, C,D)
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as can be easily checked.
Then rank(Mj(A)(A,B,C,D)) and rank(Mj().)(A',B',C',D')) coincide, that
is to say, p';(A)(A,B, C,D) == ~{().)(A',B', C',D').
We have also obtained Mj_H(O)(A,B,C,D)ZI = M;+I(O)(A',B',C',D') and,
hence, p? (A, B, C, D) == p? (A', B', C', 0').
Moreover, since
M} (0) (A' H' I"~' D')
.i+ t "L- \
M:+ I (O)(A', 0', C', D')
- - - - - - -,- ZI == - - - - - - - - -
M;-f-I (O)(A, B, C,D)
we have that Pj(A,B,C,D) == p'j(A;',B',C,D').
Finally, since the matrix (M;+,(O)(A,B,C,D) I MJ_rt(O)(A,B,C,D))Z is
equal to (MJ+I(O)(A',B',C',D') I M;+,(O)(A',B',C',D')), Pj(A,B,C,D) ==
PO(A' B' c D')j , , , .
(v) Let us assume A' == A, 8' ::: B, C' == we, D' == fill.
First, we observe that
( M) (}.)(A, B, C, D)
Mj ().)(A'I H', C',D') == \ .- - - -- - - - - -
\ TIM)p.)(A,B, C,D)
== TMA).)(A, B, C, D)
"I )
I Mj().)(A,B,C,D)
I TtMj(}.)(A, B, C, D)
where T, T1 are the invertible matrices
T=
I 0
T] = diag(JY, ... , W),
as can be easily checked.
Then we obtain that rank(M,().) (A, B, C,D)) and rank(Mj (). )
(A',B',C',D')) coincide, and so p}(}.)(A,B,C,D) and Pj(A)(A',B',C',D') coin-
cide.
We also have T, M;_d (O)(A, B, C, D) = M;+, (O)(A', B', C', D'). Hence,
pjO(A,B)C~D) ~nd pr(A',B',C',IY) coincide.
Moreover, smce
T MJ+I (O)(A~B~C, D)) =
M;l-I (O)(A,B, C,D) /
M' (0)(' I 'Dr'j+! A ,B .c, )
M;+t (0) (A', B', c, D')
we have that Pj(A,B, C,D) == pj(A',B',C',D').
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Finally, since the matrices TJ (Mj+1 (O)(A, B, C~ D) I M1+1 (O)(A ,B,C,D) )
and ( MJ+I (OHA',B', C' ,D') 11\1)+1 (0) (A' ,B', C',D') ) are equal,·Pj (A.B,C,D) and
Pj(A', B', C',0') coincide.
This completes the proof. 0
Remark 2.4. Obviously, if (/~ , B, C, D) and (A', a' \C'.D') are two equivalent
quadruples of matrices,
p~(i.)(A, B, C, D) == p~(i.)(A', B', C', D') for all ;. E C.
p~o (A ,B, C, D) == P~o (A! ~ 8', C', D') ,
p~(A , B,C, D) == Pj(A' ,B',c ,D') ,
pj (A ,B,C, D) = p.~ (A' ,B',C' ,D'),
in the cases where j = -I ,O.
(2.3) We recall the definition of the eigenvalues of a quadruple (A ,B,C,D).
Definition 2.5. 1.0 E C is an eigenvalue of the quadrupJe (A ,B, C,D) if
(
, A - i.oJII B )
rank C D < rank(A ,B, C, D)~
where rank(A, B, C, D) denotes the greatest oi' the orders of non-identically
vanishing minors in the matrix pencil associa ted to (A ,B,C,D).
Obviously, the eigenvalues of the quadruple (A ,B,C,D) are the eigenvalues
of the block A4 in A(' .
The eigenvalues of a quadruple (A ,B,C,D) may also be characterized as
follows.
Proposition 2.6. 1.0 E C is an eigenvalue of the quadruple (A ,B, C, D) if and only
if p{ (i-oHA, B, C, D) < 1/ +t + e.
Proof. After Theorem 2.3, p': (2o)(A ,B, C,D) == p{ ().o)(Ac, Be ,en Dc). Taking
into account the form of the matrices Ac , Bn C, and Dn
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Then. i.n is an eigenvalue of the quadruple if and only if
rank( A4 - }'III) < II - (fu rki +I fu./i +If;; ,//Ii}
that is to say, if and only if
p~ (I.(J)(A, B. C! D) < n + I +e. 0
We will be interested in the p~(I,)-nU1nbers, with ;. an eigenvalue of the
quadruple (A. B, C,D). .
(2.4) Let (11 ,B, C, D) be a quadruple of matrices. Let i. I , ••. , i'/1 be its ei-
genvalues.
Definition 2.7. The set
p(A, B,C.D){pt(;1, B, C, D). p;(i.,.)(A, B! C, D), Pj(A. B, C, D),
pY(A, B. C, D) } - 1~~ j~; 11.1 ( i ~ II
is called the set of the p-l1un1bers of the quadruple (A, B, C.D).
It consists, as has been proved, of (discrete) structural invariants under the
equivalence relation considered in the ~i\,·tce of quadruples of matrices.
3. The complete system of invariants R
(3.1) Given a quadruple of matrices (A, B, C,D), we can consider the set
R(A 1 B, C, D),
{{p)()(A,B,C,D)}, {i.d, {p~(i'i)(A ,B, C,D)}, {p~(A,B,C,D)},
{pj(A,B,C,D)}}_I ~j (Il.I~i ~1I
consisting of the eigenvalues and the p-numbers of the quadruple (A ,B, C, D).
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.t. R(A,B, C,D) is a complete system of invariants ofthe quadruple
(A,B, C,D).
Proof. We proved in Section 2 that the p-numbers are invariant under the
equivalence relation defined in the space of quadruples of matrices. To prove
R(A, B, C, -) ) actually is a complete system of invariants, we will show that the
classical invariants may be obtained from them and therefore, the canonical
reduced form of the quadruple. We remark that all of them are necessary.
Obviously, e = rank D == p_'IO(A 1 B, C,D).
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After Theorem 2.3, PjCO(A, B,C, D) ;::: Pj CO(An Bc~ C/, :Dc)' Taking into ac-
count the form of the matrices An Be' C" and Ir;








Now, taking into account the form of the submatrices in A3, 82 and e2,

















for all j ;?; O.
We denote by
jo = -I,
}I = min{i ~ 0 I p~O(A,B,C,D) ·- p~~I(A,B,C,D) > e},
}k == minl. ~ )k-I + I I p~O(A, B, C,D) - P~~~I (A, B, C,D)
> pj~_1 (A, B, C, D) - PY~_I_I (A, H, C, D)}
for 2~ k ~!, where p'j~(A, H, C, D) - pj~_1 (A, H, C, D) == p~O(A, B, C, D) -pf~l
(A, B, C, D) for all i ~ j.. We remark that 0~ JI < ... < It.
Then ! is the number of different exponents of the infinite elementary
divisors, which are t. + 2 for I ~ i ~ r. The multiplicity of the infinite
elementary divisor with exponent }I +2 is 111 == pj~(A, B, C, .D) - UI +2)e.
And the multiplicity of the infinite elementary divisor with exponent i. + 2, for
2~ i ~!, is
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Iii == (pYr~ I (A ,B,C, D) - P~/l~_1 (A. B,C, D)) - (pj,l~l (A ,B,C,D)
- Pj'~I _I(A,B. C.D)).
We remark that, for j ~ n, p)O(A.B,C,D)::::: p~~.I(A ,B,C,D).
Let I~I ,'" ,i.1l be the eigenvalues of (A,B,C,D). For each I. E {i.." ... ,J.,, },
after Theorem 2.3, p~(I.. )(A ,B,C,D) == p;U.)(AnB(.,C(o,D(.). Taking into ac-
count the form of the 'matrices A(" B(., c.and Dc, we observe
p~(i.)(A.B.C.D ) = rank(BI (A - a)BI • • • (A - },I)) .1 81 (A - iJ)))
(A2 - i./)'
('\ (A~ - i.l y · I
+ rank
B2 (AJ - )J)B2 (A 3 - i.l )'2 82 (A J - i.l)J-1 8'2 (AJ - )j/
C21J2 C2(A J - iJ)B2 ( , y-' C2(A J - ).J)i- IC2 A) -- 1./ -B2
+ rank C282 C2(A J - ;.I)J-3B2 C2(A3 - ;J)i-2
+ rank(A-l - i.l) i + je .
I t is easy to prove that
rank(B I (A - ;.1)81 . . . (A - ;.1)/- 181 (A - iJi) =: L Kj,
1 (, j ~ r
(A2 - )])1'
C1(A'2 - i.l)i- I
rank = L Ii ,
I o:;,i -;'s
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rank
l
(A.l - iJ)2B2 (A J - )Jf'B2
• 1
C2(A3 - ;.1)82 C2(A" - IJr82
(AJ - )./)182
C2(..1:! - 1.1/'182
= L m, +Ij
1~~ i '. I
Then
Pj(t.)(A,B, C,D) := je + E ki + E h+ I: m, + tj + rank(A4 - ).J)J.
I(i~r I(i~s l~i~1
As it is well-known, the Segre characteristic of the eigenvalue ). is the con-
jugate partition of {Dj +I p.) - Dj ().) } j ~ 0' where
e5j (). ) ~ dim Ker(A4 - uv, ()o().) = O.
That is to say, for j ~ 1,
(\(1.) = (II - ~ k, - E Ii - L mi) - rank(A4- )J)J
l~l~r l~l(s 1(/(1
= 11- p.~(}.)(A,B,C,D) +je + tj.
Then
(jj+l().) - bj (). ) == p~().)(A,B,C,D) - P~+\(A)(A,B,C,D) +e+t.
We remark that, if j ~ n, then PJ+ 1(I.)(A, B, C,D) == PJ (A)(A, B, C, D) +e + t
and then pJ ().)(A, B, C,D) - p}1' i (.~)(A, B, C,D) +e +t == O.
Thus, the Segre characteristic for the eigenvalue ). is the conjugate partition
of
{pj().)(A~ B, C, l~) - P~+l ().)(A, B, C,D) + e +t}o~j~".
We also observe that, in the case where ). is not an eigenvalue of the qua-
druple (A,B,C,D), pJ(l) = n+ je+tj for all j ~ 0 and Pj(A)(A,B,C,D)
-/)J+I (I.)(A, B, C,D) +e + t == 0 for all j ~ O.
After Theorem 2.3, Pj(A, B, C, D) = Pj(AcBn Co Dc). Then, for j ~ O.
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Pj(A ,B, C, D)
Be AcBe A;Bc AJ-I B . AJB ,c ( c (






= U+ l )e + rank(B I AI Bt ... A1-1BI)
( B2 A::,B2 "' C AFI BA;,B2 ,2. 3 '2
C:.B: C2A~B2 C Aj - ") B
·2 3 .2
+ rank C'!-B2
wherekj(A"B1) = rank(BI AIEl'" A{B1),k:t(A1 ,Bt} =0.
It is well-known that the set of column minimal indices {kl , ••• , kr } is the
conjugate partition of
Moreover, if j ~ 11, we have that ~~(A I , B,) = k~_1 (A I , B1) , and then
p~(A.B, C,D) _. PJ-J(A,B, C,D) - e - t = O.
From the above calculus we conclude that if {kl , ••• ,k,. } are the non-zero
column minimal indices of the quadruple (A ,B, C,D), then {kl , ... , /:,.} is the
conjugate partition of
{p~(A, B, C,D) - PJ-I (A, B, C,D) - e - t}o~U~Il'
And the nurnber of zero column minimal indices is 111 - rank B - e.
After Theorem 2.3, Pj(A ,B,C,D) = pj(An B", c;o.; Then, for j ~ 0,
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Cc Dc
CcAe CeRe D(




= U+ I)e + rank CIA~








= U+ l)e + I; + ti] + I),
C1
CIA2
'~(A2' C1) == rank CIA3
CIA~
It is well-known that the set of row minimal indices {/" ... , '.~} is the con-
jugate partition of
{ l~ (A 2, CI) - 1;_1 (A 2, CI) }j ~ o-
Moreover, if j ~ n, Ij(A2, Cd = 1~_1 (A 2, C,), then
p~(A,B,C,D) - p;_I(A,B,C,D) - e - t = O.
From theabove calculus we conclude that if {II, ... , l.~} are the row minimal
indices of thequadruple (A, B, C, D), then {II,' ", Is} is theconjugate partition of
{Pj(A.B,C,D) - Pj_I(A,B,C,D) - e - t}O(}(II'
And the number of zero row minimal indices is p - rank C - e. 0
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(3.2) We can conclude this section with the foIlowing statement,
Theorem 3.2. There exists a bijective I1WP between thefollowing sets: the set of
equivalence classes of quadruples of matrices ill .ilmllp under the equivalence
relation in (l.l) and the set of scalars
R == {{ {~~o}, {)'iL {fJ~ (I.;) }1 {pj}, {p)} }- I <j -: II . I ':, i :; rl
such that
(i) P~o~ (J~(;.;), pj, pj\ E Nand i'i E C. P~I == P~~I == P~I (i.;) ::= 0, 1~ i ~ 1I.
( •• ) . 1:0;'- C(1 J ('. ) J (.) c c> C I 0 0 [or O' 111 Pj ~ PI/-l' Pi I.; ~ Pj+l I.; • Pi ~ Prj J (/11( P; ~ P/+l OJ ~.1 ~ n - ,
J ~ i ~ 11.
(iii) (lire consider 0 ~jt < ... < io wher« .fo == -1, it == min {i ;:: Ofpfo
co 0} . - in] .. II co C(\ 1:0 CIJ} I' 2 ./ k »:
-Pi-I> ,iii - 111111 I ~Jk-I + Pi - fJ;-1 > P.h-I - PkAI -1 . or ~ '~r,
being I)~(l such that flo - f)~o == I)~ll - I)~n [or aI/ i ~ J' and Ii} -we denote bvJr J: lr .) I ,-I. ,., r, •
Ii == I}~o - U· + 2)e Ii , == (p~O - I)~o ) - (llO - f)~o ) [or 2 « i ~ T lindI .II I " j, .Ii-I Ji -l j,.t -I'. ~ '" ,
I :..= III +... +Jlr' the":
n == L Uk +e - 1)Iik + L L (pf(i·;) - pL.I(i'i) +' + P~OI)
I !:;k (r l ~i ~/lO ~k ("
~ (C C 1.'0 ) '"" (ll 0 co )+ L Pk - Pk-I -, - P-l + L Pk - P/i ·-I - 1- P-I I
I ~k ~" l ~k ~1I
c co
m ~ ! + Po + P-11
....... + 0 I coP ~ / Po ',- P-I .
Proof. Given an equivalence class, the complete system of invariants
R(A, B,C, D) of any quadruple in the class satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and
(iii), as it can be easily checked.
Conversely. Given such a set of scalars R, we can obtain
(ml,'" ,111/) == U, + 1, .J~l·,jl + 1, . . . .i -+ I, .'~T"It + 1), (l1i I 1 ' " I l1il . ) as theI
conjugate partition of {P~(;'i) -p.~+I(i.;) +t+p~OdO ~j~II, I ~;; ~",(kll,,, ,k,.) as
the conjugate partition of {Pj - P;_I - I - p~odo ~ j (", (It, ... , t,J as the conju..
~ f' t ' f {lJ 0 co }gate pard Jon 0 Ill' -Pj_1 -t-P_I O(j ':;./I·
There exists only one quadruple in canonical reduced form with eigenvalues
)"1, ... ,1'1i whose discrete classical invariants are as above. Its equivalence class
has image R under the mapping. 0
4.. Concluding remarks
Thorp presents in Ref. [6] an alternative canonical form of a matrix pencil to
that presented in Ref. [1] preserving the matrix pencil structure, so suited to
systems study. This one is similar to the canonical form presented by Morse in
Ref. [5], but allows non-degenerate Band C matrices, and non-zero D matrix.
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This canonical form can be obtained fr01TI Kronecker's canonical form by row
and column elementary transformations, The invariants are derived by direct
arguments on the system and obtained using dimensions of suitable vector
subspaces, giving a geometric interpretation.
Karkanias and Kalogeropoulos consider in Refs, [3Al a system of invariants
from the ditncnsion of suitable subspaccs, considering separately a "regular
part" and h "singular part" of the matrix pencil. giv~:g relations among the
invariants.
The pC-numbers and /l'-nuI11bers presented in this paper could be deduced
from them in the following way:
P~ (A, B, C, D) = ra11k ~~ (-H (;.) I .-H(i.)) - 11 (j + I)
py(A,B,C,D) = rank P:;(-H(I.)I,-H(J.)I) -IlU+ 1).
The alternative complete set of invariants presented in this paper can be
calculated with no need of considering separately the regular part of the matrix
pencil (although we remark that the pW-invariants are used in the calculus of
the remaining invariants) and can be obtained directly from the matrices of the
quadruple. Their advantage is, according to our opinion, that they are ex-
pressed in terms of ranks of particular matrices.
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